The 7 Mountain Mandate

Sphere Expansion
Lance Wallnau
RESTORATION

[Volume 1- Session 07]

1. The Muslim kids are taught how to take over the world (taking the nations), the Christian kids are
taught to get saved and save a few more (gospel of salvation) and get ready to be raptured. This
theology has little to do with ‘taking the nations’ for Jesus.
2. You have to know where to put the emphasis to get the result you want.
3. We think transformation happens when we get a whole bunch of people saved!
4. The false premise: a righteous population (saved people) = a righteous nation.
5. The problem is that nations do not reflect the dominant values of most of the people.
6. Nations actually reflect the decision-making done at the top by the mind moulders, because they are
the ones who determine the culture that people are going to live in.
7. Spheres are dominated by the spiritual strongholds operating through the people they control from
the top. They promote a way of thinking that is out of alignment with the truth.
8. It is truth that sets you free, but it is the anointing that allows truth of overcome a lie. It is not the
anointing that substitutes for truth. It’s the spirit married to the anointing, it’s the Spirit and Truth.
9. There are truths for every sphere.
10. There are laws made by God for every sphere that allow that sphere to operate fully and in alignment
with the Kingdom of God.
11. These sphere laws are formulas – like biogenetic laws: When you mess with the formula you get
‘mutants’.
12. Example: When economics are handled in an undisciplined way, and mixed with greed like we have
just seen in the GFC, you end up with a ‘mutant’ result.
13. To have the right result you must operate with wisdom.
14. The strategy for the nations is this:
• Firstly, the key to transforming your nation is to fully occupy a sphere that God is giving you access
to.
• Then secondly, leverage that sphere into a larger sphere.
15. When you surrender your gift to God’s purpose, it is like becoming a king David – a guy with a couple
of sheep – where God puts you right in the epicentre of a historic event, like Goliath. Why? Because
God has the capacity to put you in ‘proximity’.
16. ‘Proximity’ is one of the laws of transformation.
17. The Law of Proximity: “Your influence is proportionate to your access”.
18. Example: If you want to hit Goliath you have to get within legitimate striking distance.
19. Position your sphere to enable it to be leveraged into a bigger sphere within the mountain in which
you are working.
20. We must remember that it is essential to have authority first for sphere access.
21. Example: You cannot stop a drunken husband who lives next door beating up his wife unless you are a
police officer.
22. The fear of the Lord is simply a heightened awareness of what is right and what is wrong. It is the law
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of the knowledge of sin.
23. The conscience is the mechanism that gives you this awareness, along with the price you are going to
pay if you make the wrong choice.
24. When you have legitimate access to your sphere, you may be able to facilitate Kingdom training in a
covert manner.
25. Example: Teaching ‘leadership’ principles’ such as integrity, faithfulness, humility, respect, courage,
honesty, boldness, vision, sacrifice, etc. These produce superior results in a sphere.
26. When people who are outside the church mountain have a continual reminder of Kingdom principles
they gradually come under the conviction of sin – when it’s done in a covert manner. They are then
ready for the gospel of salvation. This may take some time, but it does happen.
27. When progress is made in your mountain, ask God for more favour to gain more access to higher
levels in the sphere. This is because the aim is to get to the persons at the top.
28. When you go out of the church mountain into the other mountains, you get to reveal your glory.
29. Glory is the unveiling of your supernatural capacity to excel at what everybody else is doing.
30. When Joseph and Daniel revealed their glory it resulted in excellence.
31. Excellence is that which juts out way beyond the normal.
32. The moment you excel you create a comparison. The moment you create a comparison, you have
dispossessed the status quo!
33. A Gift Cluster: This is the 4 or 5 core competencies that God has packaged in you along with your
natural talent and supernatural gifting.
34. When you develop your gift cluster to a point of demonstration, they allow you to exhibit the glory
of God in such a way that you excel.
35. Glory displaces darkness and removes the boundaries of the status quo and opens the way for the
taking of territory for the Kingdom.
36. ‘Rapport’ is one of the Laws of Influence: Really, All People Prefer Others Reflecting Themselves.
37. It is generally a good idea to keep your godly identity covert until you have revealed your glory and
hence dispossessed the status quo. Then you can reveal your kingdom identity and who your ‘Father’
really is.
38. Example: A lady, previously a prostitute and drug addict who by teaching Kingdom principles of
integrity, cleanliness, wholesome living and respect to teenage school kids resulted in her reaching
more kids in her city than all the churches combined!

SUMMARY
• Dominant values in a culture are always determined by strongholds operating through the mindmoulders at the tops of the mountains in that sphere or nation.
• There are Kingdom truths for every sphere that need to be taught to displace error.
• The key to transforming your nation is to occupy fully the sphere that God is giving you access to, and
then leverage that sphere into a larger sphere.
• This is following the formula of: intimacy with God→the invitation of God to joining Him in what He is
about to do→adjust yourself for what is about to happen and→launch.
• It is essential to have authority to operate within your sphere and then use one of the laws of
transformation: the Principle of Proximity which allows you to leverage into the larger sphere.
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• Kingdom training always produces superior results. We need to become Josephs and Daniels.
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